Representation & Recovery
A Virtual Meeting of the Association for Documentary Editing
Hosted by Dickinson State University
#docedit21

Conference Sessions
Last Week of June
pay-what-you-can registration
a focus on participatory activities

24 June
- Welcome Remarks, Delivered by Dickinson State University President Stephen D. Easton
- Business Meeting — ADE Members Only
- Presidential Forum

25 June
- Roundtable, Sharon Ritenour Stevens Prize Winners
- Panel, Re-envisioning the Institute for the Editing of Historical Documents
- Panel, Cowboys, Computers, & Cartoons: Excavating and Explicating America’s Political Cartoons

26 June
- Panel, Re-envisioning Scholarly Editing, with a focus on Recovery
- Awards Ceremony — ADE Members Only

27 June
- Book Talk
- A Virtual Tour of the Badlands — ADE Members Only, Family Friendly

Networking Sessions
Tuesdays in July
free registration
a focus on interdisciplinary conversations

6 July
- Keynote, Delivered by Roopika Risam
- Panel, Decolonizing Imperialism I: Recovering Indigenous Voices in North America
- Panel, Tracing Debates Over Justice and Democracy: The Slavery, Law, & Power Project

13 July
- Panel, Keywords for Black Louisiana: Digitizing the Colonial Archive
- Panel, Decolonizing Imperialism II: Using Digital Humanities Pedagogy to Recover Asian Voices

20 July
- Panel, Encoding as Scholarship: Preparing Uniquely Formatted Texts Like Galley Proofs & Stationer’s Works
- Panel, Digital Strategy for Archival Materials Related to the Blind & Deafblind

27 July
- Panel, Recovery of 19th-Century Black Histories
- Panel, Collaboration Strategies for Digital Black Books Projects

Register for these sessions at documentaryediting.org.

Program Sponsors

Fidelity Charitable/Ross Beales, Jr. | Perdue Digital Services | Rowena McClinton
And with special thanks to a gift made in memory of Theodore L. & Marilyn Y. Ferraro

The image of the globe that appears in the program logo references a sculpture located in the International Flag Plaza at the campus of the virtual host Dickinson State University in Dickinson, ND. Image of the sculpture is courtesy of Dickinson State University.